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Microsoft Reference Architecture for Commerce Version 2.0 (Pro-Other)Microsoft Press, 2002

	
		Welcome to the Developer’s Guide for the Microsoft® Reference Architecture for
		Commerce, version 2.0. The Microsoft Reference Architecture for Commerce consists
		of engineered code components that allow developers to build retail Web sites
		using the Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server operating system and...
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Pro LINQ Object Relational Mapping in C# 2008Apress, 2008
It is nearly impossible today to write enterprise software without the use of one or more relational databases. Granted, there are cases when the data is transient and not stored in a database, but for the most part, software needs to consume and manipulate data in a database. It sounds easy, but there are hundreds of ways to connect software...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Access 2002 Programming in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Access 2002 Programming in 24 Hours will considerably improve the quality of the database applications that the reader can create with Microsoft Access. Concise tutorials that quickly bring the reader up to speed will be the goal of each chapter. Having completed this book, the readers will be able to understand any sample VBA...
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Building Web Applications with SVG (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

	
		Dive into SVG—and build striking, interactive visuals for your web applications. Led by three SVG experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how to use SVG techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic charts and graphs. Then you’ll put it...
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C# Class Design Handbook: Coding Effective ClassesApress, 2003
The mission of the C# Class Design Handbook is to provide you with a critical understanding of designing classes, making you better equipped to take full advantage of C#’s power to create robust, flexible, reusable classes. This comprehensive guide lifts the lid on syntax and examines what’s really going on behind the...
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Analysis Patterns: Reusable Object Models (The Addison-Wesley Object Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 1996
 This innovative book recognizes the need within the object-oriented community for a book that goes beyond the tools and techniques of the typical methodology book. In Analysis Patterns: Reusable Object Models, Martin Fowler focuses on the end result of object-oriented analysis and design - the models themselves. He shares with...
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Ajax in PracticeManning Publications, 2007
Ajax in Practice provides example-rich coverage of Ajax packed with ready-to-use code and practical recipes for common and not-so-common tasks. Ajax developers now face the move from Ajax-as-theory to Ajax-in-practice. Ajax in Practice guides web developers through the transition from learning about Ajax to successfully...
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Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJSams Publishing, 2002
In a November 2001 Java Pro magazine article, noted Java pundit Daniel Savarese states, "The days of Object-Oriented Programming may be numbered, One day we may all be using Aspect-Oriented Programming ."  While this may be hyperbole, the AOP bring certain needed improvements to the OOP.  AspectJ is a Java-based tool that allows...
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Practical SQL Queries for Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2McGraw-Hill, 2010

	400+ ready-to-use, powerful SQL queries


	Learn powerful techniques for surfacing and delivering actionable business intelligence using SQL. Practical SQL Queries for Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 contains more than 400 downloadable SQL queries you can use to extract meaningful insights from large amounts of data. The...
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Expert Python Programming: Become a master in Python by learning coding best practices and advanced programming concepts in Python 3.7, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Refine your Python programming skills and build professional grade applications with this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			Create manageable code that can run in various environments with different sets of dependencies
	
			Implement effective Python data structures and...
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Java 2 Web Developer Certification Study Guide, 2nd EditionSybex, 2002
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Exam 310-080, Sun Certified Web Component Developer for J2EE Platform.    

    This Study Guide provides:      

	In-depth coverage of every exam objective      
	Practical information on programming servlets, developing JSP pages,...
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Foundation ActionScript 3.0 Image Effects (Foundations)Friends of Ed, 2009
Foundation ActionScript 3.0 Image Effects discusses the ins and outs of graphical manipulation through code of all the different elements available in a Flash project, from vectors to bitmaps to videos, from animated text effects to dynamic video filters. Flash 8 introduced a vast array of image features, such as blend modes and filters as well...
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